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Abstract— Vissim is a simulation software that has many uses. With its complete features, simulation of traffic conditions can be done to represent real world conditions. However, the limitations of Vissim's algorithm become an obstacle for developing the right traffic scheme. In order to implement custom algorithms, users need to bridge Vissim with applications that can process complex mathematical equation. It can be done using one of Vissim's feature called Vissim-COM interface. The use of Vissim-COM is crucial when users have to include custom algorithms that are not available on the Vissim GUI. Unfortunately, the use of Vissim-COM is a very rare thing done by the traffic engineer. Therefore, clear explanation on how to use Vissim-COM interface has also become a rare thing to find. This paper will provide some explanation on how to use Vissim-COM, including case studies of traffic control using custom algorithm to test the Vissim-Matlab interaction. This case study will use the traffic condition of Simpang Dago, Bandung. The use of custom algorithm was very effective to reduce the queue length, the custom algorithm result showed that the queue length of all 4 links were between 18-36 meters. Meanwhile, the queue length of the same links using traditional fixed time control were between 11-173 meters.

Index Terms— Vissim, Matlab, Traffic Engineering, Simulation, COM Interface

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic management is one way to provide a better traffic condition. Good traffic management always starts by designing the right scenario. However, the implementation of this traffic scenario is sometimes constrained by the difficulty of conducting real traffic engineering. Traffic engineering that directly applied on the streets often have disadvantages such as: the need for socialization to road users, limited time available, large costs, and the risk of failure that can lead to severe congestion.

A way that can overcome these shortcomings is by doing the engineering in the simulation software. Simulation software can provide an approach to the various conditions that occur in the streets. There are many kinds of simulation software that can be used according to user needs. Based on network size, traffic analysis is divided into macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic levels. Microscopic analysis is the most accurate level of analysis because it takes into consideration many small factors such as vehicle volume, turning ratio, speed distribution, and driving behavior.

There are several traffic simulation softwares that can be used, such as Vissim or SUMO. Airulla et. al. [1] performs the implementation of Mix-Max algorithm using MPC on the Surabaya traffic network using SUMO. But the use of SUMO has its own complexity. Because it is a Linux-based program, the whole process of its use must be done manually by writing the program. Vissim offers ease of use over SUMO, because Vissim already has its own user interface, so users do not need to write the program manually.

PTV Vision is a company that develops various traffic simulation software. There are various types of software provided by PTV Vision ranging from macroscopic to microscopic level. PTV Vissim is one of the software developed by PTV Vision, which runs traffic simulation at microscopic level.

PTV Vissim is the leading microscopic simulation program for modeling multimodal transport operations and belongs to the Vision Traffic Suite software. Realistic and accurate in every detail, Vissim creates the best conditions for people to test different traffic scenarios before their realization. Vissim is now being used worldwide by the public sector, consulting firms and universities. [2]

Vissim has various features, such as traffic flow modeling, traffic light engineering, vehicle queue length analysis, pedestrian simulation, and also script-based modeling. Script-based modeling is one of Vissim's features that is very useful in the development of traffic control algorithms. Through COM (Component Object Model) Interface, users can connect Vissim with various programming language applications such as C++, Java, Phyton, Matlab, VBA, and others. Through this feature, users have the freedom to apply additional algorithms that are not available in Vissim.

There have been many studies that utilize Vissim to represent traffic conditions of real conditions [3] [4] [5] [6], but this research is still limited to the use of algorithms that is available within the Vissim GUI. The use of Vissim-COM is crucial when users have to include custom algorithms that are not available on the Vissim GUI. Knowledge on how to use Vissim-COM becomes something that must be mastered by researchers who want to develop algorithms with complex mathematical relationships.

However, the use of Vissim-COM is a very rare thing done
by the traffic engineer. Seen from the lack of publications that utilize this feature. This is exacerbated by Vissim's policy, which has been limiting the help feature of Vissim-COM since the release of Vissim version 6.0.

There are not many publications that use the Vissim-COM feature as a way to connect Vissim with other programming application. Tettamanti et al [7] in 2012 published his study of the implementation of the MPC minimax algorithm utilizing the Vissim-Matlab relationship. Tettamanti also made several publications describing the mechanism of Vissim-COM's use in detail [8][9]. Another study using the Vissim-COM feature was performed by Maria Solomons who applied the backpressure algorithm to Vissim, using Matlab as a data processing application [10]. Although there are some papers that use Vissim-COM interaction, only publications from Tettamanti in 2015 [8][9] clearly address the stages in establishing the Vissim-COM connection.

In this paper, we will describe the steps carried out in the network modeling process and traffic control through Vissim-Matlab interaction, utilizing the COM interface feature. In section II will be discussed about the use of Vissim, the basics of Vissim COM programming, as well as the hierarchical structure contained in Vissim COM. Furthermore, in section III we will describe the traffic model design scheme in Vissim. Section IV will present a case study of traffic control using custom algorithm to test the Vissim-Matlab interaction.

II. VISSIM AND COM INTERFACE

A. Introduction to Vissim COM Interface

Vissim as a traffic simulation software already provides various features that make it a very complete simulation software. Through Vissim, users can conduct in-depth analysis of the junction geometry, planning infrastructure development, capacity management, development of traffic control systems, to simulate the development of public transport.

As a simulation software, Vissim also equips itself with various additional modules (APIs), which can help users integrate Vissim with various applications. One of the most useful APIs is the COM Interface. Some things that can be used through COM Interface are [2]:

- Preparation and postprocessing of data
- Efficiently controlling the sequence for the examination of scenarios
- Including control algorithms which you have defined
- Access to all network object attributes

Through COM Interface, users can run and access Vissim objects from other applications. COM can be used by using various programming environments and programming languages such as VBA in Ms. Excel, Visual C++, Python, Delphi, and Matlab. Through the use of COM Interface, users can manipulate the various objects and attributes contained in Vissim dynamically.

COM Interface is an exclusive feature that can only be accessed on Vissim Full Version. Users must register Vissim as COM-server on the computer's operating system, so other applications can access COM objects.

B. Vissim-COM Object Model

Vissim-COM implements a very strict hierarchical system in its use. Figure 1 shows the hierarchical system contained in Vissim-COM. As can be seen in the picture, the object in the hierarchy has a head called IVissim, which represents the Vissim object. There are 5 main objects under IVissim, which is ISimulation, INet, IGraphics, IPresentation, and IEvaluation.

ISimulation is an object used to access all attributes related to Vissim simulation parameters such as time period, step time, simulation speed, etc. INet is the largest object because it is used to access attributes related to the networks such as Link, Vehicle Input, Driving Behaviors, etc. IEvaluation is used to access evaluation parameters. IPresentation is used to access the 3D serving attribute. And the last object, IGraphics is used to access attributes related to the Vissim user interface.

All sub attributes under this object can be viewed in the offline help Vissim (Help \ COM Help), or can also be accessed through other applications by giving the command: {Vissim-COM object name}.fields

In order to access a Vissim object, a hierarchy of objects must be followed. IVissim is the highest object of the model, followed by sub-objects like INet, to access attributes in ILink, INode, IAreas, etc. Tamás Tettamanti [8][9] published the interaction process between Vissim and COM for Matlab in detail, as well as other types of programming languages. In that publication, Tettamanti gives some examples of using the command to control Vissim via Matlab GUI.

Fig. 1. Hierarchical structure in Vissim COM Interface [11]
III. MODELLING THE NETWORK

In order to use COM Interface, users must first build a Vissim network model that will be used in COM Interface. This network will then become the basis for the use of COM Interface. The development of the required model includes the making of roads, route choices, determining the number of vehicles and their composition, to the control of green light allocation of each link.

In this paper, the application to be associated with Vissim is Matlab. The use of Matlab is based on the reasons for its ease of operation, the completeness of its features, and its ability to run specific algorithms.

In general, the steps in the process of using Vissim - Matlab interactions are shown in Figure 2.

Connecting Vissim to Matlab

To connect Matlab with Vissim, create a new COM server on Matlab by entering the command:

```
vis=actxserver('VISSIM.vissim.{Vissim Version}')
```

The use of vis in the above command is to define IVissim which will then be considered the head of the COM hierarchy. By giving actxserver command, Matlab will automatically connect with Vissim.

The user can then find various functions that can be done through COM interaction on the IVissim object by giving the command:

```
vis.methods
```

It will show a list of functions that can be used as in Figure 3:

Loading the network

Network models that have been previously created, must be defined to be recognized by Matlab. When creating a network model, Vissim will generate two files with the .inpx extension, and .layx. By using the 'LoadNet' and 'LoadLayout' functions, define the location of the two files to be accessed by Matlab, and Matlab GUI.

```
vis.LoadNet('{File Path}\{File Name}.inpx')
vis.Loadlayout('{File Path}\{File Name}.layx')
```

If the definition process runs correctly, when the command is executed, automatically the layout that has been created will open in Vissim.

In order for the command-generation process in Matlab to run smoothly and well organized, it is recommended to define the 5 main objects of IVissim at the beginning by using the command:

```
sim=vis.Simulation;
net=vis.Net;
eval=vis.Evaluation;
graph=vis.Graphics;
pres=vis.Presentation;
```

Setting the simulation parameter

Through the use of Vissim-COM users have the freedom to obtain or enter values into objects available in Vissim via Matlab. The object's retrieval process can use the 'get' command, whereas the value setting uses the 'set' command. In order to access the desired attributes, the user must use the command 'AttValue'. Therefore, the command used to retrieve and enter data is:

```
sim.get('AttValue', '{attribute}');
sim.set('AttValue', '{attribute}', {value});
```

Once the previously created network model can be recognized by Matlab, the user can proceed by inputting the simulation parameters via the Matlab command. This list of
simulated objects can be viewed in the offline help Vissim (Help \ COM Help), or by entering a command:

sim.fields

Users have the freedom to specify values of simulation parameters via Matlab, or directly from Vissim GUI.

**Setting network attributes**

The INet object is the object with the most sub-objects, because INet is the parent of all attributes associated with the model parameters. Through the INet object, the user can retrieve all the information of each link, provide the input of the number of vehicles, control all sensors and detectors, and make state changes to traffic lights. Just like ISimulation, users can also find a list of available INet objects through the command:

net.fields

Figure 5 shows the Matlab response when the user requests a list of objects under the INet object.

To access the sub-objects, the definitions in Matlab are done by writing the main object, followed by the desired sub-object. For example, to access VehicleInput, the command that is written is:

vehin=net.VehicleInput;

Sometimes, some specific objects are marked by a certain number code in the Vissim GUI, to access that specific object, the ItemByKey function can be used. For example, to access ‘vehin’ at a particular location, the user should pay attention to the number code corresponding to ‘vehin’ as desired. So the command is written:

vehin1=vehin.ItemByKey(1);

**IV. Case Study**

This case study uses the Simpang Dago network model, located in Bandung, Indonesia. In this case study, a traffic light controller algorithm will be implemented into the network model. Figure 6 shows the full network model. This intersection consists of 4 links, with each link is controlled using a traffic light. The algorithm will be applied into a 4 phase red light system. The custom algorithm will be compared with fixed time cycle control to see the difference of handling performance.

![Fig. 6. Location of studied area](image)

The model has 4 vehicle input locations:
- North = 1000 Veh/hour
- East = 2500 Veh/hour
- South = 1200 Veh/hour
- West = 2500 Veh/hour

Simulation period is set to be 3600s, while the algorithm will be implemented every 30 second. Green time allocation for Fixed Time controller is 30 seconds for every links. The sequence of the green light on the Fixed Time controller is N-E-W-S.

The custom algorithm to be implemented into this network is to set the green light priority to the link that has the longest queue. To implement this algorithm, a queue length sensor is required, where the value of the queue length will be the input to the algorithm. The process flow of this algorithm is depicted in Figure 7.
As described in the previous chapter, the steps of command generation are connecting Vissim with Matlab, defining the layout location, defining the five main objects of IVissim, and assigning the simulation parameter values. Then the command is made:

```matlab
%vis=actxserver('Vissim.vissim.800');
%access_path=pwd;
%vis.LoadNet([access_path 'Dago.inpx']);
%vis.LoadLayout([access_path 'Dago.layx']);
```

Then, it is necessary to define the length of the queue sensor to be used. There are four queue sensors for each link, symbolized by SI, DA, DU, and DB. The QueueCounter sensor is under the INet object, so the command that is written is:

```matlab
que=net.QueueCounters;
SI=que.ItemByKey(1);
DA=que.ItemByKey(2);
DU=que.ItemByKey(3);
DB=que.ItemByKey(4);
```

In order to control traffic lights, it is also necessary to define the traffic lights to be used, along with the signal groups that have been installed on each lamp. Signal group will only serve as a description that distinguishes one lamp with other lights. For the length of the fixed green light will be determined by the algorithm. SignalControllers object is under the INet, and ItemByKey function will help select SignalController number 1. The Signal group (SGs) is under the SignalController sub-object number 1, where there will be 4 signal groups representing traffic lights on each link. The written command is:

```matlab
scs=net.SignalControllers;
sc=scs.ItemByKey(1);
sgs=sc.SGs;
sg_1=sgs.ItemByKey(1);
sg_2=sgs.ItemByKey(2);
sg_3=sgs.ItemByKey(3);
sg_4=sgs.ItemByKey(4);
```

Next is the implementation of the algorithm inside the 'for' loop. The algorithm is designed to set the green light priority every 30 seconds, so it is necessary to add the 'verify' command to the algorithm. To get the length of the queue recorded by the sensor, use the command 'get' and 'AttValue'. Then the command used is:

```matlab
verify=30;
for i=0:(period_time* time_step)
    sim.RunSingleStep;
    if rem(i/time_step,verify)==0
        QL_B=SI.get('AttValue', 'QLen(Current,Last)');
        QL_U=DA.get('AttValue', 'QLen(Current,Last)');
        QL_T=DU.get('AttValue', 'QLen(Current,Last)');
        QL_S=DB.get('AttValue', 'QLen(Current,Last)');
    end
end
```

Through the command above, we have obtained the queue length value of each link stored in the variable QL_B, QL_U, QL_T, QL_S. These four variables are compared every 30 seconds, and the link with the longest queue will be defined as Mx_Press. Thus, the algorithm used to complete the 'for' loop above is:

```matlab
arr = [QL_B,QL_U,QL_T,QL_S];
arr_name = {'QL_B','QL_U','QL_T','QL_S'};
[maximum,ind]=max(arr);
Mx_Press=arr_name{ind}
```

```matlab
if Mx_Press == 'QL_U'
    sg_1.set('AttValue', 'State', 3);
    sg_2.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
    sg_3.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
    sg_4.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
elseif Mx_Press == 'QL_B'
    sg_1.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
    sg_2.set('AttValue', 'State', 3);
    sg_3.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
    sg_4.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
elseif Mx_Press == 'QL_S'
    sg_1.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
    sg_2.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
    sg_3.set('AttValue', 'State', 3);
    sg_4.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
elseif Mx_Press == 'QL_T'
    sg_1.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
    sg_2.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
    sg_3.set('AttValue', 'State', 1);
    sg_4.set('AttValue', 'State', 3);
```

---

**Fig. 7. Flowchart of the studied algorithm**
V. Results

Based on the results of the above custom algorithm implementation, the result shows the difference of control performance between custom algorithm and fixed time control. Table 1 below shows the comparison of queue length in custom algorithm with fixed time. It can be seen in the table that the queue distribution on the custom algorithm is more evenly distributed on each link. Contrast with fixed time control that shows long queues only on west links and east links, which has the largest flow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Custom Algorithm</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Queue (m)</td>
<td>26.126</td>
<td>36.008</td>
<td>27.147</td>
<td>18.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stdev (m)</td>
<td>14.184</td>
<td>19.687</td>
<td>16.229</td>
<td>11.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Queue (m)</td>
<td>65.16</td>
<td>123.34</td>
<td>82.89</td>
<td>52.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Phase Count</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed Time</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Queue (m)</td>
<td>16.142</td>
<td>170.87</td>
<td>173.32</td>
<td>11.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stdev (m)</td>
<td>8.383</td>
<td>38.135</td>
<td>36.868</td>
<td>6.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Queue (m)</td>
<td>53.07</td>
<td>207.38</td>
<td>212.1</td>
<td>39.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Phase Count</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other results obtained from the implementation of this algorithm is the number of green lights received by each link. The use of fixed time control will provide an even distribution of green light for all links, which is 29 times of green light in 3480 seconds operation. Meanwhile, the use of custom algorithm has set more green allocation on the west link and east link. This is the reason why custom algorithm provides more uniform distribution of queue length in custom algorithm.

VI. Conclusion

From the case study provided above, we can see that Matlab-Vissim interaction makes it easy for traffic algorithm developers to apply the algorithm they have created. Going forward, we hope more and more researchers started to use this Vissim-COM feature, so that more traffic control algorithms can be implemented in the real world.

Vissim is a simulation software that has many uses. With its complete features, simulation of traffic conditions can be done to near real world conditions. However, the limitations of Vissim's algorithm become an obstacle for developing the right traffic scheme. Through the use of COM Interface, these limitations can be overcome by connecting Vissim with a programming application that can implement specific algorithms. From the case studies presented in the paper, we could see that the Vissim-Matlab interaction has been successfully done. Vissim could recognize the custom algorithm that we implement from Matlab, through the use of Vissim-COM interface.
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